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Whatever views are correct concerning the origin of species, one thing is certain,

that as long as they exist they continue to produce, generation after generation,
individuals which differ from one another only in such peculiarities as relate to their

individuality. The great defect in Darwin's treatment of the subject of species lies

in the total absence of any statement respecting the features that constitute indi

viduality. Surely, if individuals may vary within the limits assumed by Darwin, he

was bound first to show that individuality does not consist of a sum of hereditary
characteristics, combined with variable elements, not necessarily transmitted in their

integrity, but only of variable elements. That the latter is not the case, stands

recorded in every accurate monograph of all the types of the animal kingdom upon
which minute embryological investigations have been made. It is known that every
individual egg undergoes a series of definite changes before it reaches its mature

condition; that every germ formed in the egg passes through a. series of meta

morphoses before it assumes the structural features of the adult.; that in this

development the difibreuces of sex may very early become distinct; and that all

this is accomplished in a comparatively very short tine,-extremely short, indeed,

in comparison to the immeasurable periods required by Darwin's theory to produce

any change among species; and yet all this takes place without any deviation from

the original type of the species, though under circumstances which would seem most

unfavorable to the maintenance of the type. 'Whatever minor differences may exist

between the products of this succession of generations are all wtlwulual peculiarities,
in no way connected with the essential features of the species, and therefore as

races are preserved; while all his facts go only to

substantiate the assertion that favored (ndit'icluals

have it better chance in the struggle for life than

others. But who has ever overlooked the fact that

inyrinils of individuals of every species constnufly
die before coming to maturity? What ought to be

shown, if the transmutation theory is to stand, is,

that these favored individuals diverge from their

specific type; and neither Darwin nor anybody else
has 1nniilicd a single hnt to -.]low that they o on

diverging. The criterion of a true theory consists

in the flwihiiy with which it uceounts for fitets

aceutnuhiteti in the course (if long-continued iiive.ti-

g:uiuiu.. anti tbr wlikli liii' exiting thieuiles nfl'urtk;l
no explanation. It eniiiwt, certainly, b said that
Darwin's theory will stand by that test. It would
be easy to invent iithwi theories that might account

for the diversity of species quite as well, if not




better, than Darwin's preservation of favored races.
The difficulty would only be to prove that they
agree with the facts of nature. It might be its0

for instance, that any one primary being
contained the possibilities of all those that have
followed, in the same manner as the egg of any
animal possesses all the elements of the full-grown
individual; but this would only remove the tutU

cuhty one step further back. It would tell its

nothing about flue nature of the operatinul by which

flue change is introduced. Since the knowledge we
how have, that similar iuietamorphioses go on in (lie

eggs of all living beings, hu:us not yet put us on the

track oil' the forces by which the changes they

iintkrgo are brought about, it is imot likely that by
mere guIesse we sh:ill arrive at tiny zZati"Illefory

explanation of the very origin of these beings
themselves.
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